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1. Introduction 
 
Studies in Uralic historical morphology have largely focused on inflectional morpho-
logy, whereas word-formation has received relatively little attention. In-depth studies 
aiming at a broad reconstruction of Uralic derivational morphology (e.g., Lehtisalo 
1936) are long since outdated, and at present our overall understanding of Proto-
Uralic derivation is not much clearer than the sketchy picture presented by Janhunen 
four decades ago (1982: 28–29, 33). At the same time, however, there has been re-
markable progress in Uralic phonological and lexical reconstruction, stimulated es-
pecially by the groundbreaking studies by Janhunen (1981) and Sammallahti (1988) 
and the broad progress in Samoyed historical linguistics. These advances have also 
opened new avenues for comparative studies of Uralic word-formation, which 
however still remain largely unexplored. 

It is well-known that derivational morphology tends to be less stable and more 
susceptible to change than inflectional morphology. Thus, it is no straightforward task 
to establish and analyze historical connections between derivational suffixes in a 
language family as deeply diverged as Uralic. A comprehensive reconstruction of 
Proto-Uralic derivational morphology will probably forever remain out of reach, but 
still, there certainly is potential for establishing new comparanda. An excellent 
example is provided by Salminen (2014: 296–297), who convincingly argues for the 
reconstruction of a Proto-Uralic denominal relational animate noun suffix *-kći- 
(Salminen writes *-kśi- as per traditional reconstructions, but I agree with Zhivlov’s 
(2014: 116) arguments for reconstructing an affricate phoneme *ć instead of a sibilant 
*ś for Proto-Uralic). The morpheme mostly occurs in reciprocal kinship terms such as 
Finnish käly-kse-t ~ NenT śelǝ-s°-ʔ ‘in-laws (to each other)’ < PU *käliw(i)-kći-t 
PL.NOM (cf. Finnish käly ‘sister-in-law’, NenT śel° ‘brother-in-law’ < PU *käliw). 

 
1 A draft version of this paper was open for public commenting and discussion on the academic social 
networking site Academia.edu on Jun 27 – Aug 26, 2019; I wish to thank the participants Daniel 
Abondolo, Esben Alfort, B. Blasebalg, Geoffrey Caveney, Arnaud Fournet, Finn Greek, Timo Kalmu, 
Olle Kejonen, Martin Joachim Kümmel, Larisa Leisiö, Marco Liazza, Peter S. Piispanen, Juho 
Pystynen, Kirill Reshetnikov, Pekka Sammallahti, Peter Sherwood, and Jussi Ylikoski for helpful 
comments and suggestions. In addition, I wish to thank Jukka Mettovaara for his help in compiling the 
Aanaar Saami data. 
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The aim of this paper is to establish the reconstruction of another previously over-
looked Proto-Uralic derivational suffix. Most Samoyed languages have a derivational 
suffix reconstructible as Proto-Samoyed *-kåt(ǝ̑) / *-kät(ǝ) which forms deverbal nouns 
with an inclinative meaning. This suffix caught my attention a few years ago, because 
it has a straightforward comparandum in Saami and thus seems to date all the way 
back to Proto-Uralic, in spite of its relatively marginal status in the synchronic systems 
of word-formation. I will argue that the Samoyed suffix is cognate with Proto-Saami *-
kkēs, a deverbal inclinative adjective suffix. The data presented in this paper allows us 
to reconstruct a Proto-Uralic deverbal derivational suffix *-kkAs, which formed 
inclinative agent nouns (“one who tends to do X”) or inclinative adjectives (“tending 
to do X”). The grammatical term ‘inclinative’, although not common, has in the field 
of Uralic linguistics been applied at least to the description of Tundra Nenets 
(Salminen 1998: 541) and North Saami (Aikio & Ylikoski 2022: 165). 

 
2. Proto-Samoyed *-kåt(ǝ̑) / *-kät(ǝ) 

 
Helimski (1997: 181) reconstructs a Proto-Samoyed derivational suffix *-kåt(ǝ̑) / *-
kät(ǝ) (*-kat1(ǝ) / *-ket1(ǝ) according to his notation), and cites reflexes of this suffix in 
Tundra Nenets (-xad°), Tundra Enets (-xaδo), Nganasan (-kutǝ), and Mator (-gat / -kat / 
-gät / -kät). No cognate suffixes from Selkup or Kamas have been cited. To be precise, 
the attested shapes of this morpheme do not allow us to decide whether the Proto-
Samoyed form of the suffix had the stop *t or the affricate *č: the two consonant 
phonemes have merged everywhere except for Central, Southern and Ket Selkup 
where no cognates of the suffix appear to be found. For this reason Helimski writes his 
own reconstruction of the suffix with the archiphoneme *t1, which stands for either *t 
or *č. The etymology of the suffix that is argued here presupposes *t, however. 

The most extensive data on these derivatives can be found in Tundra Nenets. 
According to Salminen (1998: 541), the Tundra Nenets suffix -xad° forms inclinative 
adjectives. It should be noted that adjectives as a word class are not morphologically 
distinct from nouns in Tundra Nenets (Salminen 1997: 91; Nikolaeva 2014: 41), and 
the derivatives formed with -xad° often appear to be semantically ambivalent between 
adjectives and nouns: cf., e.g., ṕīn°xad° ‘cowardly; coward’ (← ṕīnǝ- ‘be afraid’) which 
both Salminen and Nikolaeva cite as an example of this derivative type. Nikolaeva 
(2014: 44) describes the suffix as unproductive, but Salminen (personal communi-
cation, May 15, 2017) considers it productive within strict semantic limitations. About 
40 such derivatives have been documented in dictionaries, as revealed by a search for 
entries with a headword ending in -xad° or -kad° in Tundra Nenets Lexis (Salminen 
n.d.). A few illustrative examples are given in Table 1. 

 
 

jab́exad° ‘drunkard; constantly drunk’ ← jab ́e- ‘be drunk’ 
jal°xad° ‘jealous’ ← jalǝ- ‘be jealous’ 
jar°xad° ‘crybaby’ ← jar- ‘cry’ 
jīś°xad° ‘mischievous; mischievous child’ ← jīśǝ- ‘misbehave, be naughty’ 
ḿeńekad° ‘wintering in one place’ ← ḿeńeʔ- ‘live the winter in one place’ 
ńen°xad° ‘bad-tempered’ ← ńenǝ- ‘be angry’ 
ṕiś°ŋkad° ‘prone to laugh; merry person’ ← ṕiśǝN- ‘laugh’ 
ṕod°xad° ‘pugnacious; bully’ ← ṕodǝ- ‘fight’ 
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ťīd°xad° ‘envious, touchy; envious person’ ← ťīdǝ- ‘envy, be envious; take offense’ 
ťeńexad° ‘retentive, having a good memory’ ← ťeńe- ‘remember’ 
ťor°xad° ‘loud, clamorous, inclined to shout’ ← ťoŕa- ‘shout’ 
tosaxad° ‘cautious (by nature)’ ← tosa- ‘beware, be cautious’ 
xańexad° ‘hunting enthusiast’ ← xańe- ‘hunt’ 
xinokad° ‘songster, one who likes to sing’ ← xinoʔ- ‘sing’ 
xońiŋkad° ‘sleepy’ ← xońiN- ‘doze; want to sleep’ 

 
Table 1. Examples of Tundra Nenets inclinative derivatives in -xad° / -kad°. 
 

Two things can be noted regarding the form of the Tundra Nenets suffix. First, the 
allomorph -kad° results from a regular morphophonological rule x → k in post-
consonantal position (viz. ʔ + x > k; N + x > ŋk). Second, -xad° and -kad° reflect the 
back harmonic variant of the suffix (PSam *-kåtǝ̑), which now also occurs after 
originally front vocalic roots such as ṕiśǝN- ‘laugh’ (< PSam *pisin-), ťeńe- ‘remember’ 
(< PSam *tänä-), and ťoŕa- ‘shout’ (< PSam *törä-). In principle Proto-Samoyed vowel 
harmony is reflected as palatalization alternation in Nenets suffixes, but such alter-
nations have become limited to certain suffixes and synchronically they are mostly 
optional (Salminen 1997: 66–67; Nikolaeva 2014: 22). In terms of regular phono-
logical development, the expected reflex of the front vocalic variant of the suffix 
(PSam *-kätǝ) would be NenT *-śad°, but even fossilized and synchronically opaque 
formations containing this theoretically predicted front-vocalic variant do not seem to 
occur. 

As regards Forest Nenets, I have not compiled any data on inclinative derivatives 
in that language. According to Tapani Salminen (p.c. May 15, 2017), however, the 
formations differ substantially from those in Tundra Nenets: incinative derivatives 
have become folk-etymologically reanalyzed as compound-like forms with the original 
derivational suffix -kat° functioning as the head, and what was originally the root verb 
has been replaced by a genitive plural form of a corresponding noun: e.g., NenF 
nax°ʟuʔ‿kat° [nut-PL.GEN-kat°] ‘spotted nutcracker’, kaʟ́iʔ‿kat° [fish-PL.GEN-kat°] 
‘common merganser’. The head -kat° does not occur as an independent noun, but it is 
associated with the verb kata- ‘kill; catch (fish, prey, etc.)’ (< PSam *kåtå-), so that the 
aforementioned bird names are synchronically interpreted as meaning “catcher of 
nuts” and “catcher of fish”, respectively. The original structure of such forms is 
revealed by the Tundra Nenets cognates nax°roŋkad° ‘spotted nutcracker’ and xaleŋkad° 
‘xommon merganser’, derived with the deverbal incinative suffix from the captative 
verbs *nax°roN- ‘gather nuts’ and xaleN- ‘catch fish’; only the latter of these two verbs 
has actually been doscumented, but they are regular and transparent derivatives of the 
nouns nax°r ‘nut’ and xaľa ‘fish’. Salminen suggests that the reanalysis of these 
derivatives in Forest Nenets may have been motivated by the fact that the suffix most 
productively attaches to captative verbs. In any case, the situation on Forest Nenets 
must be the result of an innovation, as the comparative data from other Samoyed 
languages agrees with Tundra Nenets in this regard. 

As for Enets, Helimski (1997: 181) mentions that the suffix occurs in Tundra 
Enets in the form -xaδo. Siegl (2013: 167–180) does not mention this derivative type in 
his discussion of Forest Enets nominal derivational morphology, but the dictionary by 
Sorokina & Bolina (2001) attests several derivatives formed with the corresponding 
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suffix -xaδ, -gaδ (corresponding to the Tundra Nenets allomorphs -xad° and -kad°, 
respectively). They seem to be semantically fully analogous to and often also formally 
identical with derivatives found in Tundra Nenets: cf., e.g., EnF ďaruxaδ ‘crybaby; 
whining, piteous’ ← ďaru- ‘cry’ (~ NenT jar°xad°), EnF ďebixaδ ‘drunkard’ ← ďebi- ‘be 
drunk’ (~ NenT jab́exad°), EnF pidaxaδ ‘coward; timid, cowardly’ ← pida- ‘be afraid’ 
(~ NenT ṕīn°xad°), EnF piśigaδ ‘funny; merry person’ ← piśi- ‘laugh’ (~ NenT 
ṕiś°ŋkad°). As in Tundra Nenets, the suffix only occurs in the originally back vocalic 
form -xaδ, -gaδ (< PSam *-kåtǝ̑). 

The corresponding Nganasan suffix, -KUTƏ in morphophonological notation, 
also appears to have essentially the same function as NenT -xad°. The suffix -KUTƏ 
has been described as forming a “nomen amatoris” (Helimski 1998: 510), i.e. a noun 
denoting “someone who likes to do something” (“jm. d. etw. gerne tut”; Katzschmann 
2008: 499). Wagner-Nagy (2018: 516) calls the morpheme an “iterative participial 
suffix”, and describes it as signifying that “the person doing the action enjoys what 
they are doing”. The suffix has been described as fully productive: according to 
Helimski (1998: 510) it is one of four deverbal noun suffixes in the language that can 
be attached to “practically any verbal stem”. However, all sources describe the suffix 
as having an inclinative function, and one expects such formations to be mostly de-
rived from verbs that predicate intentional actions by conscious agents. According to 
Larisa Leisiö (Academia.edu discussion session 2021) the suffix freely attaches to 
imperfective verbs that presuppose a conscious subject (usually a human being) who 
engages in the action habitually and deliberately. In addition, it seems that the suffix at 
least occasionally also occurs in forms that describe properties of inanimate referents, 
as suggested by the example ńili̮gi ̮tǝ mǝu ‘an earth (mǝu) where people can live’ 
(Wagner-Nagy 2018: 268); in semantic terms this example is an outlier, and could be 
characterized as a permissive adjective rather than an inclinative one. 

Despite the reportedly high productivity of the suffix -KUTƏ, only a small 
number of such formations have been actually documented. Table 5 shows the six 
examples that are cited by the aforementioned references, and three further examples 
mentioned by Larisa Leisiö (Academia.edu discussion session 2021). It is worth 
noting that no more examples were found in the dictionary by Kosterkina, Momde & 
Zhdanova (2001), the electronic version of which was searched for the possible formal 
realizations of the suffix -KUTƏ. In contrast to Nenets and Enets, the Nganasan suffix 
has retained its original vowel harmonic properties, as showed by the front harmonic 
allomorphs in hiďikitǝ (< PSam *pisin-kätǝ) and ńili̮gi̮tǝ (< PSam *elä-kätǝ). 

 
basugutǝ ‘hunt-lover, fond of hunting’ ← basu- ‘hunt’ 
ďomtuakutǝ ‘quarrelsome’ ← ďomtua- ‘quarrel, fight’ 
ďorǝgutǝ ‘crybaby’ ← ďorǝ- ‘cry’ 
huaŋkugutǝ ‘drunkard, one who likes to drink’ ← huaŋku- ‘drink (alcohol), be drunk’ 
hiďikitǝ ‘merry’ ← hiďi- ‘laugh; smile’ 
kǝjŋirkutǝ ‘skilled in singing allegorical songs’ ← kǝjŋir- ‘sing allegorical songs’ 
laŋürkutǝ ‘one who tends to shout’ ← laŋür- ‘shout’ 
ńili̮gi̮tǝ ‘? livable, ? suitable for living’ ← ńili̮- ‘live’ 
ŋǝjbǝugutǝ ‘diligent, hard-working’ ← ŋǝjbǝu- ‘work’ 

 
Table 2. Nganasan inclinative derivatives in -KUTƏ. 
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According to Helimski (1997: 181) the suffix also occurred in Mator, where -gat / -kat 
/ -gät / -kät formed agent nouns with a connotation that the agent is “inclined to, con-
stantly/usually doing” the action designated by the root verb (“geneigt zu, ständig/ 
üblich tuend”). The five examples in Table 3 occur in the very limited lexical corpus of 
this extinct language. In three cases the root verb has not been attested in Mator, but it 
can be etymologically identified on the basis of other Samoyed languages. 

 
bälimgät ‘annoyed, angry’ ← bälim- ‘be annoyed, be angry’ 
bisingät ‘mocker’ ← bisin- ‘laugh’ 
kandǝgat ‘pugnacious, quarrelsome’ ← PSam *kåntǝ̑- ‘kill, murder’ 
käjǝkät ‘false’ ← PSam *kija- ‘lie’ 
täl(ǝ)gät ‘thief’ ← PSam *tålä- ‘steal’ 

 
Table 3. Mator inclinative derivatives in -gat / -gät / -kät. 

 
As for Selkup and Kamas, no cognate suffixes in these languages seem to be men-
tioned in the references that were available. Anyway the Nenets, Enets, Nganasan, 
and Mator data are quite consistent with each other, and thus provide a solid basis for 
the Proto-Samoyed reconstruction of the suffix. The function of the suffix is quite 
uniform across these languages, and one can infer that it formed deverbal agent nouns 
and adjectives with an inclinative meaning in Proto-Samoyed already. Although in 
most Samoyed languages only a small number of individual derivatives with the suffix 
have been documented, at least one specific derivative can be straightforwardly 
reconstructed: PSam *pisin- ‘laugh’ → *pisinkätǝ ‘(a person who is) prone to laugh’ (> 
NenT ṕiś°ŋkad°, EnF piśigaδ, Ngan hiďikitǝ, Mator bisingät). Another noteworthy case 
is the close match between Mator täl(ǝ)gät and EnF tarigaδ ‘thief’, although the two 
formations are not morphologically identical: Mator täl(ǝ)gät appears to have been 
derived PSam *tålä- ‘steal’ (the underived verb stem has not been attested in Mator), 
whereas EnF tarigaδ was derived from tari(r)- ‘steal, rob’ < PSam *tål-e̮r-, an augmen-
tative derivative of PSam *tålä-. The derived verb *tål-e̮r- is widely attested in 
Samoyed: cf. NenT taler-, Ngan tolar-, Ket Selkup tuǝlǝr-, Mator tälǝr-, Kamas tojǝr- 
(with an irregular change ľ > j; in the 19th century M. A. Castrén documented the verb 
as thoľerľim, with the lateral still preserved). 

As regards the phonological reconstruction of the inclinative suffix, there is one 
minor discrepancy in the sound correspondences. The North Samoyed forms quite 
unambiguously point to PSam *-kåtǝ̑ / *-kätǝ, whereas the Mator data point to the 
absence of a final vowel (PSam *-kåt / *-kät). It is not entirely clear which of the two 
forms should be interpreted as the original one. Mator could have lost the final vowel 
via syncope, but on the other hand, the final schwa in North Samoyed could have 
originated through analogy. This issue will be returned to in section 4. 
 
3. Proto-Saami *-kkēs 
 
Most Saami languages possess a derivational suffix reconstructible as *-kkēs that forms 
deverbal adjectives with an inclinative meaning. The suffix is especially well attested 
in western Saami languages: cf. SaaN -(a)hkes ~ -(a)hkis, SaaL and SaaP -(a)hkes, SaaU 
-(a)hkks ~ -(a)hkkies, SaaS -(i)hks. In addition, the suffix has phonologically somewhat 
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irregular cognates in SaaA -eves ~ -uves ~ -uvâs and SaaSk -ee´es ~ -i´jes ~ -â´jes. The 
sound correspondences between the various forms of the suffix will be discussed 
further below, but first we will survey these derivatives in the Saami languages. 

According to Nielsen (1926: 218), the North Saami suffix -(a)hkes “forms 
adjectives that denote an inclination to something, often an excessive one” (“danner 
adjektiver som betegner en, oftest overdreven, tilbøielighet til noget”). An 
examination of the 61 derivatives in -(a)hkes documented by Sammallahti (2021) 
confirms this as an accurate description; selected examples are given in Table 4. Most 
adjectives in -(a)hkes are used to describe personality traits or behavioral habits of 
individual conscious agents – mostly of people, but sometimes also of individualized 
animals such as dogs or draft reindeer. In nearly all cases the trait or habit is negatively 
evaluated. Only in a couple of cases the adjective describes properties of inanimate 
objects, as exemplified by billašuhkes ‘quickly spoiling’ and bonjadahkes ‘easily tangling 
up’. 

 
anistuhkes ‘lustful, lewd’ ← anistuvva- ‘get aroused (sexually)’ 
ádjánahkes ‘dawdling, procrastinating’ ← ádján- ‘be delayed, use too long a time’ 
balahahkes ‘jealous (by nature)’ ← balah- ‘be jealous, suspect of cheating’ 
billašuhkes ‘quickly spoiling (of food)’ ← billašuvva- ‘spoil, go bad’ 
boagustahkes ‘prone to laugh’ ← boagust- ‘laugh’ 
bonjadahkes ‘easily tangling up (of a rope)’ ← bonjad- ‘get tangled up’ 
boradahkes ‘snappy, inclined to bite (of dogs)’ (← borad- ‘have a meal’) ← borra- ‘eat; bite  

     (of dogs)’ 
diggojahkes ‘litigious, prone to engage in lawsuits’ ← diggo(j)- ‘engage in a lawsuit’ 
gáibidahkes ‘exacting, excessively demanding’ ← gáibid- ‘demand’ 
gielistahkes ‘dishonest, constantly lying’ ← gielist- ‘lie’ 
heahpanahkes ‘bashful, easily embarrased’ ← heahpan- ‘be ashamed or embarrassed’ 
nággejahkes ‘stubbornly argumentative’ ← nágge(j)- ‘argue stubbornly, insist upon’ 
nisttihahkes ‘loose-lipped, prone to slip out 
things or spill secrets’ 

← nisttih- ‘slip out (accidentally), do or say  
     something (unintentionally)’ 

oađestuhkes ‘somnolent, frequently drowsy’ ← oađestuvva- ‘be drowsy, want to sleep’ 
smiehtadahkes ‘thoughtful, given to thinking about 
things a lot’ 

← smiehtad- ‘contemplate, keep thinking  
     upon’ 

spihkodahkes ‘tending to swerve off course (of draft 
reindeer)’ 

← spihkod- ‘constantly keep swerving off  
     course’ 

suhtadahkes ‘bad-tempered’ ← suhtad- ‘be cranky, act up’ 
suoládahkes ‘thievish’ ← suolád- ‘steal’ 
stuorástahkes ‘boastful, pompous, bombastic’ ← stuorástalla- ‘boast, talk big, show off’ 
vajáldahkes ‘forgetful’ ← vajáldahtti- ‘forget’ 

 
Table 4. Examples of North Saami inclinative adjectives in -(a)hkes. 

 
In contemporary North Saami the suffix occurs almost exclusively in the form -(a)hkes 
which displays the morphophonological phenomenon called ‘allegro shortening’ (for 
further information see Sammallahti 1998: 41–42; Aikio & Ylikoski 2022: 156–157). 
The corresponding largo variant -(a)hkis now appears to be extemely rare, but it 
occurred more commonly a century go: Nielsen (1926: 218) documents forms that 
correspond to both -(a)hkis and -(a)hkes in modern orthography (according to his own 
orthography -(â)kkes and -(â)kkĕs, respectively), but notes that in nominative singular 
forms these derivatives are often pronounced in “shortened” (i.e., allegro) form. In the 
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westernmost Čohkkiras dialect, on the other hand, Collinder (1949: 68–69) only 
documents the suffix in the largo form -/hkies/ (-hkēs in his transcription), and gives 
the examples kāskaťš́ahkēs = /kaa·skaćahkies/ ‘snappy, inclined to bite’ and 
ka`ťš́ahhahkēs = /kaćahahkies/ ‘inquisitive’ which correspond to standard othography 
gáskkašahkis and gažahahkis, respectively. The largo form of the latter word is also 
found in the dictionary app by Svonni (2017), which documents the lexicon of the 
western Torne dialects in their more contemporary form, but for all other inclinative 
derivatives the dictionary only cites allegro forms in -hkes. 

The prevalence of allegro variants is connected with morphosyntactic restrictions 
of use of adjectives in -(a)hkes: in present-day North Saami they are almost exclusively 
used as attribute adjectives, and in this position adjectives ending in -is quite regularly 
appear in allegro form (Nickel & Sammallahti 2011: 81; Aikio & Ylikoski 2022: 164). 
In contemporary language it is exremely rare to use derivatives in -(a)hkes as predicate 
adjectives, or indeed in any morphosyntactic function other than as attribute 
adjectives, judging from both my personal observations and a search for occurrences of 
such derivatives in SIKOR. Consequently, these adjectives almost never occur in any 
inflected forms, and many speakers – including some elderly speakers – consider them 
indeclinable. Inflected forms have been attested in earlier references especially, and 
they show variation of stem type: adjectives in -(a)hkes may be inflected either as 
gradating consonant stems or as contracting -is-stems: e.g., suoládahkes ‘thievish’ : 
PL.NOM suoládahkkás-at ~ suoládahkká-t. Comparison appears to have been excluded 
from adjectives in -(a)hkes, however, as no reference documents comparative or super-
lative forms. 

The formation of North Saami adjectives in -(a)hkes shows a notable morphotactic 
restriction: the suffix can only be attached to certain verb stem types, most commonly 
to consonant stems (e.g., suolád- ‘steal’ → suolád-ahkes ‘thievish’), including also con-
sonant stems of so called j-stem verbs (e.g., nágge(j)- ‘argue stubbornly’ → nággej-ahkes 
‘stubbornly argumentative’). The derivative can also be formed of quadrisyllabic 
gradating verbs, but in those cases the suffix is attached to a truncated stem so that the 
resulting derivatives resemble those formed from consonant stems (e.g., oađestuvva- ‘be 
drowsy’ → oađestu-hkes ‘somnolent’; stuorástalla- ‘boast’ → stuorást-ahkes ‘boastful’; 
vajáldahtti- ‘forget’ → vajáld-ahkes ‘forgetful’). However, adjectives in -(a)hkes cannot be 
formed at all from the very numerous class of bisyllabic gradating verbs. Sometimes 
this limitation has been circumvented by deriving the adjective from a durative verb 
with the suffix -d- instead of the simplex verb stem. This is probably the case with 
borad-ahkes ‘snappy (of dogs)’: as regards form, it looks like a derivative of the durative 
verb bora-d- ‘have a meal’, but semantically it is instead connected with the underlying 
simplex verb stem borra- ‘eat; bite (of dogs)’. Presumably, the derivative borad-ahkes 
was formed before the durative verb was lexicalized in the special meaning ‘have a 
meal’; the high age of this derivative is suggested by the fact that it has cognates 
throughout the western Saami languages (further discussed below). Synchronically 
more transparent examples are smiehtad-ahkes ‘thougthful, given to thinking about 
things a lot’ and spihkod-ahkes ‘tending to swerve off course’, which were derived from 
the durative verbs smiehta-d- ‘contemplate, keep thinking upon’ and spihko-d- ‘keep 
swerving off course’ instead of the simplex stems smiehtta- ‘ponder, think upon’ and 
spiehkku- ‘swerve off course (repeatedly)’. On the whole, however, the pattern of 
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derivation of inclinative adjectives from durative verbs has not become very 
productive: more commonly, North Saami inclinative adjectives have been derived 
from bisyllabic gradating verbs with the etymologically unrelated suffixes -las (e.g., 
jáhkki- ‘believe’ → jáhkkálas ‘credulous, gullible’) and -eš (e.g., balla- ‘be afraid’ → baleš 
‘timid, cowardly’). In addition, forms derived from bisyllabic gradating verbs with the 
derivational suffix -n also function as inclinative adjectives when used adnominally 
and marked with the attribute adjective suffix -is (e.g., doarru- ‘fight’ → doron-is ATTR 
‘pugnacious, eager to fight’). However, these derivatives are somewhat ambiguous in 
terms of word class; when used independently and not as adnominal modifiers, they 
are usually interpreted as inclinative agent nouns (e.g., doron ‘brawler, bully’). 

In Lule Saami the corresponding suffix is -ahkes. The dictionary app by O. 
Korhonen (2016) includes 21 such derivatives, and more can be found in the extensive 
dictionary by Grundström (1946–1954); however, only the first two of its 13 volumes 
were available in electronic format with machine-encoded text, so a comprehensive 
search of the entire material could not be performed. Selected examples of Lule Saami 
derivatives in -ahkes are given in Table 5. 

 
ánodahkes ‘constantly asking or begging for 
something’ 

← ánod- ‘keep asking for, beg for’ 

bårådahkes ‘snappy (of dogs); edible’ (← båråd- ‘have a meal; feed’) ← bårrå-  
     ‘eat; bite (of animals)’ 

dabárdahkes ‘talkative, garrulous’ ← dabárd- ‘blather, blabber’ 
gatjádahkes ‘inquisitive, nosy’ ← gatjád- ‘ask (repeatedly), keep asking’ 
guobastahkes ‘sorcerous, skilled in magical arts’ ← guobastalla- ‘practice sorcery, use magic’ 
huomahahkes ‘inventive’ ← huomah- ‘notice; realize’ 
jaskadahkes ‘comforting’ ← jaskad- ‘comfort’ 
målsudahkes ‘varying’ ← målsud- ‘change, exchange (several times)’ 
mihástahkes ‘presumptuous, overconfident’ ← mihástalla- ’be proud, show off’ 
njalkadahkes ‘slippery’ ← njalkad- ‘slip (repeatedly)’ 
skir'rijahkes ‘inclined to snatch food; tending to 
get one’s hands rubbed sore (at manual work)’ 

← skir'ri(j)- ‘snatch; tear off (small bits of  
     something)’ 

såbadahkes ‘conciliatory, willing to conciliate’ ← såbad- ‘come to an agreement, reconcile  
    (with each other)’ 

såjådahkes ‘flexible, pliable’ ← såjåd- ‘bend (TR); bend repeatedly (INTR)’ 
vajáldahkes ‘forgetful’ ← vajáldahtte- ‘forget’ 
viehkedahkes ‘helpful, eager to help’ ← viehked- ‘help’ 

 
Table 5. Examples of Lule Saami inclinative adjectives in -(a)hkes. 

 
The morphological properties of Lule Saami -ahkes are quite analogous to its North 
Saami cognate. In Lule Saami, too, the suffix can only be attached to bisyllabic 
consonant stems (e.g., lålåd- ‘be jealous’ → lålåd-ahkes ‘jealous’), including consonant 
stems of j-stem verbs (e.g., skir'ri(j)- → skir'rij-ahkes), and truncated quadrisyllabic stems 
(e.g., vajáldahtte- ‘forget’ → vajáld-ahkes ‘forgetful’). The stem types of the derived ad-
jectives vary between gradating consonant stems or contracting -es-stems (e.g., 
lålådahkes : PL.NOM lålådahkkása ~ lålådahkká). Also Lule Saami has cases where the 
stem-type restriction has been circumvented by deriving the adjective from a durative 
verb in -d-, as in the case of bårådahkes ‘snappy (of dogs)’ which shows a derivational 
pattern identical to SaaN boradahkes discussed above. 
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The examples in Table 5 also reveal that the semantics of Lule Saami derivatives in -
ahkes differ somewhat from those in North Saami. Many of the Lule Saami derivatives 
refer to personality traits or behavioral habits, but in addition to ones that are nega-
tively evaluated there are also some that are inherently positive, such as viehkiedahkes 
‘helpful, eager to help’. There are also several derivatives that do not describe 
properties of individual persons, such as målsudahkes ‘varying’, njalkadahkes ‘slippery’, 
and såjådahkes ‘pliable, flexible’. Moreover, some of the adjectives typically denoting 
personality traits can also be used to describe properties of other kinds of referents: cf., 
e.g., jaskadahkes báhko ‘a comforting word’. 

A curious semantic detail is that some Lule Saami derivatives in -ahkes can be 
described as permissive adjectives (with a sense “suitable for V-ing, permitting to be V-
ed”) in addition to inclinative adjectives (“inclined to V”). This is the case with 
bårådahkes, which is documented in the meaning ‘edible’ by O. Korhonen (2016), but 
in the meaning ‘snappy (of dogs)’ by Grundström (1946–1954). A similar analysis is 
possible also for the afaromentioned såjådahkes ‘flexible, pliable’, if we identify its 
derivational root as såjåd- in the transitive sense ‘bend’ (rather than in the transitive 
sense ‘bend (itself) repeatedly’). An example of a formation with an exclusively 
permissive meaning is anedahkes ‘usable’ (← aned- ‘be usable’), which is attested in O. 
Korhonen’s dictionary only. In their permissive sense such adjectives seem to be 
synonymous with derivatives formed with permissive adjective suffix -(d)ahtte: cf. 
bårådahtte ‘edible’, anedahtte ‘usable’. The latter suffix has cognates elsewhere in Saami 
(cf., e.g., SaaN borahahtti ‘edible’, anihahtti ‘usable’). 

Adjectives in -ahkes with permissive semantics are quite certainly a Lule Saami 
innovation; semantically similar forms do not seem to occur in other Saami languages, 
and even in Samoyed they have no straightforward point of comparison besides the 
isolated case of Nganasan ńili̮gi ̮tǝ ‘? livable, ? suitable for living’ mentioned in section 
2. Moreover, there is a feature specific to Lule Saami that may explain how this usage 
arose. Saami permissive adjectives are derived from permissive verbs, and they were 
originally formally quite distinct from the inclinatives in *-kkēs, as can be seen in 
North Saami: cf. SaaN boradahkes ‘snappy’ (< PSaa *pore̮nte ̮kkēs) vs. borahahtti 
‘edible’ (< PSaa *pore̮tte̮ttējē) ← borah- ‘feed; be edible’ (< PSaa *pore̮ttē-). Permissive 
verbs are identical with causative verbs, and they have originated through special 
syntactic use of such causatives; permissive adjectives, in turn, originated as participles 
of permissive verbs. Lule Saami has merged the reflexes of PSaa *-nt- and *-tt- 
between the second and the third syllable; both are reflected as -d-. This phonological 
development resulted in homonymy between causative-permissive verbs in *-ttē- and 
durative verbs in *-nte̮-, in contrast to other Saami languages such as North Saami 
where the two derivatives remained distinct: 

 
Proto-Saami: North Saami: Lule Saami: 

*pore ̮nte̮- borad- ‘have a meal’ båråd- ‘have a meal; 
feed; be edible’ *pore ̮ttē- borah- ‘feed; be edible’ 

*soje ̮nte̮- sojad- ‘bend repeatedly (INTR)’ såjåd- ‘bend repeatedly 
(INTR); bend (TR)’ *soje ̮ttē- sojah- ‘bend (TR)’ 
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This development has also brought permissive adjectives (such as bårådahtte ‘edible’) 
and inclinative adjectives (such as bårådahkes ‘snappy’) one step closer to each other: it 
created the possibility that, e.g., bårådahkes could be reinterpreted as a derivative based 
on the permissive verb båråd- ‘be edible’, with an underlying semantic motivation of 
“inclined to be edible, tending to be edible”, or the like. Thus, the use of Lule Saami -
ahkes to form permissive adjectives is evidently secondary. 

From Pite Saami a quick search revealed only one example of an inclinative 
derivative with the suffix *-kkēs: the adjective bårådahkes ‘snappy’ (documented as 
porotahkês by Halász 1896: 102). This confirms the existence of the suffix in the 
language, but reveals little more. A thorough search of the rather limited documen-
tation of the Pite Saami lexicon might have revealed a few more examples, but this 
task was not undertaken because such material would be unlikely to change the 
picture yielded by the much better documented Lule Saami and North Saami lexica. 

As for Ume Saami, Barruk’s (2018) dictionary documents four derivatives with 
the suffix -ahkks ~ -ahkkies: bårradahkks ~ bårradahkkies ‘snappy (of dogs); voracious’, 
dårruodahkks ~ dårruodahkkies ‘pugnacious, belligerent’, njalkadahkkies ‘slippery’, and 
sujjuodahkks ~ sujjuodahkkies ‘flexible, pliable’; none of these are documented in the 
earlier dictionary by Schlachter (1958). All are clearly derived from bisyllabic con-
sonantal stems, although in three cases the corresponding root verb (*dårruod-, 
*njalkad-, *sujjuod-) is not attested by Barruk (2018); the latter two have exact cognate 
forms in Lule Saami (see Table 5), whereas in the first case the assumed root would 
formally seem to be a causative derivative (? PSaa *toarō-tē- ‘make fight’). Since the 
derivation of the inclinative adjective from a causative verb is not expected in semantic 
terms, it might be that dårruodahkks ~ dårruodahkkies merely features an “extra” -d- to 
satisfy the morphotactic requirement of a bisyllabic consonant stem as the derivational 
base. In any case, bårradahkks ‘snappy’ (← bårrad- ‘have a meal’ ← bårra- ‘eat; bite (of 
animals)’) displays the same pattern of word-formation as its Pite, Lule and North 
Saami cognates that were discussed above. As regards stem type, according to Barruk 
(2018) the Ume Saami inclinative adjectives are declined as contracting -s-stems: e.g., 
bårradahkks ~ bårradahkkies : PL.NOM bårradahkkáh. Not much more can be said of the 
properties of this derivative type in Ume Saami, as the examples are so few in number. 

Much more extensive data is found in South Saami, where the suffix occurs in the 
form -(i)hks; selected examples of such derivatives are shown in Table 6. As the 
examples show, the adjectives quite consistently display inclinative semantics. Most of 
them describe personality traits and behavioral habits of people or individualized 
animals, although there are also a couple of derivatives describing properties of inani-
mate objects: e.g., doevenihks ‘easily shrinking (of clothes, fabric)’, gabpeldihks ‘floating 
well (of a boat)’. 

Morphologically the South Saami inclinative derivatives differ in one important 
regard from corresponding formations in other Saami languages: in South Saami the 
suffix also attaches to verbs with bisyllabic vocalic stems. Thus, there is no morpho-
tactic constraint against formations like barkehks ‘diligent, hard-working’ (← barke- 
‘work’) and sveahkohks ‘tending to swerve off course (of draft reindeer)’ (← sveahkoe- 
‘swerve off course (repeatedly)’). The latter derivative contrasts morphologically with 
the synonymous svyøhkedihks, which is the exact cognate of the aforementioned SaaN 
spihkodahkes ‘tending to swerve off course’; these were derived from the durative verb 
SaaS svyøhked- ~ SaaN spihkod- ‘keep swerving off course 
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barkehks ‘diligent, hard-working’ ← barke- ‘work’ 
doevenihks ‘easily shrinking (of clothes or fabric)’ ← doeven- ‘shrink’ 
dåarohks ‘pugnacious, eager to fight’ ← dåaroe- ‘fight’ 
gabpeldihks ‘steady, floating well (of a boat)’ ← gabpeld- ‘float; rise to the surface’ 
garvenihks ‘over-sensitive to cold’ ← garven- ‘feel cold’ 
goetsehks ‘inclined to run’ ← goetse- ‘run (of four-legged animals)’ 
gærroedihks ‘cursing much and frequently’ ← gærroed- ‘curse, swear’ 
gåassehks ‘hospitable’ ← gåassoe- ‘treat a guest; be a guest’ 
hajkehks ‘inclined to run’ ← hajke- ‘run (esp. of animals)’ 
jijhtehks ‘appearing, revealing itself’ ← jijhtie- ‘appear, come in sight’ 
mietiehtihks ‘compliant’ ← mietieht- ‘admit’ 
njalhkedihks ‘slippery’ ← njalhked- ‘slip (repeatedly)’ 
njarkehks ‘inclined to whistle, who likes to whistle’ ← njarke- ‘whistle’ 
sualadihks ‘thievish’ ← sualad- ‘steal’ 
sveahkohks ‘tending to swerve off course (of draft 
reindeer)’ 

← sveahkoe- ‘swerve off course (repeatedly)’ 

tjaajanihks ‘who easily gets lost or loses one’s way’ ← tjaajan- ‘get lost, lose one’s way’ 
ussjedihks ‘thoughtful’ ← ussjed- ‘think’ 
veasohks ‘staying or living (somewhere)’  ← veasoe- ‘live; live (somewhere)’ 
vååjeldihks ~ øøjeldihks ‘forgetful’ ← vååjeld- ~ øøjeld- ‘forget’ 
åerehks ‘sleepy’ ← åerie- ‘sleep’ 

 
Table 6. Examples of South Saami inclinative adjectives in -(i)hks. 

 
The South Saami adjectives in -(i)hks also exhibit another morphological difference 
compared to the other Saami languages. For several of these adjectives distinct predi 
cative forms are attested that lack the final sibilant -s: e.g., ATTR barkehks : PRED 
barkehke ‘diligent, hard-working’, ATTR dåarohks : PRED dåarohke ‘pugnacious, eager to 
fight’, ATTR goetsehks : PRED goetsehke ‘inclined to run’, ATTR njalhkedihks : PRED 
njalhkedihkie ‘slippery’. This pattern is most common in derivatives formed from 
bisyllabic vowel stems, but it is to some extent also attested in quadrisyllabic adjec-
tives, as shown by the last example. The formation of attribute forms of adjectives 
with a suffix -s is regular for many adjective types throughout Saami, but no other 
Saami language exhibits this pattern with inclinative adjectives derived with this 
suffix. In South Saami, however, the pattern even seems to have given rise to some 
inclinative adjectives containing merely a suffix -hke, presumably originating in 
analogical generalization of predicative forms lacking the sibilant -s. Plausible exam-
ples include at least boltehke ‘frightened, skittish’ (← bolte- ‘get frightened’), gåårkehke 
‘wise, sensible’ (← guarkedh ‘understand’), håalohke ~ håalehke ‘eloquent, well-spoken’ 
(← håaloe- ~ håale- ‘speak, give a speech’), rahtjehke ‘(too) hard-working (of draft rein-
deer)’ (← rahtje- ‘pull hard in a particular direction (of draft reindeer)’), and våårkehke 
‘alert, mindful, attentive’ (← vuarkedh ‘understand’). 

Yet one more minor morphological difference can also be mentioned: South 
Saami inclinative adjectives in -(i)hks appear to allow comparison, unlike their counter-
parts in other western Saami languages. For inclinatives derived from bisyllabic vowel 
stem adjectives, the comparative and superlative forms are based on the predicative 
form with the ending -hke: e.g., dåarohks ‘pugnacious’ : PRED dåarohke : COMP 
dåarohkåbpoe : SUP dåarohkommes. For inclinatives derived from trisyllabic stems there 
are just a couple of stray attestations of comparative and superlative forms, e.g. 
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njalhkedihks : COMP njalhkedåbpoe ‘more slippery’, øøjeldihks : SUP øøjeldemes (with 
dialectal -emes for standard language -ommes) ‘the most forgetful’ (Lagercrantz 1939: 
4311, 8314). These forms are also structurally anomalous, as they have been formed 
by adding the comparative and superlative suffixes to a truncated stem, with the entire 
adjective suffix -ihks removed. Whatever the background of these exceptional forms 
may be, they can hardly be archaic and reflect an originally regular pattern of compari-
son of inclinative adjectives. 

In Eastern Saami languages the inclinative suffix *-kkēs is much more poorly 
attested than in Western Saami, but some examples are found in Aanaar and Skolt 
Saami, at least. The Aanaar Saami dictionary by E. Itkonen (1986–1991) contains at 
least the ten derivatives listed in Table 6 (rendered in modern standard orthography). 

 
avaduvâs ~ avedeves ‘leaky (of boats and wooden 
containers)’ 

← aved- ‘leak (of boats and wooden 
     containers)’ 

čuávudevâs ~ čuávudeves ‘inclined to follow others 
(of reindeer)’ 

← čuávud- ‘keep following, follow  
     constantly’ 

fuálkásteves ‘fond of one’s relatives, interested in 
family and kinship’ 

← *fuálkástâllâ- ‘use kinship terms, speak of  
     kinship connections’ 

juárbudeves ~ juárbuduves ~ juárbuduvâs ‘unstable, 
rocky (of a boat)’ 

← juárbud- ‘rock (of boats)’ 

man(â)deves ~ manduves ~ mandu(u)vâs ‘tending 
to evade the lasso and avoid being caught (of 
reindeer)’ 

← manâd- ‘evade the lasso, avoid being  
     caught’ 

náđudeves ‘inclined to stop and refuse to 
proceed (of draft reindeer)’ 

← náđud- ‘keep stopping and lying down, 
     refuse to proceed (of draft reindeer)’ 

puáidudeves ~ puáiduduves ‘inclined to grow 
fat (of reindeer or horse)’ 

← puáidu- ‘grow fat’ / puáidud- ‘fatten’ 

ruotâdeves ~ ruotâduves ‘inclined to gallop (of 
reindeer)’ 

← ruotâd- ‘gallop (constantly)’ 

toldeves ~ tolduves ~ tolduvâs ‘not allowing itself 
to be led, pulling against the rein (of reindeer)’ 

← *tolâd- (an unattested durative of 
      toollâ- ‘hold, keep; hold back’) 

vierâdeves ~ vierâduves ‘unsteady, inclined to 
capsize (of a reindeer sled)’ 

← vierâd- ‘shake, wobble, keep capsizing (of  
     a reindeer sled)’ 

 
Table 6. Aanaar Saami inclinative adjectives in -eves, -evâs, -uves, -uvâs. 

 
In morphotactic terms, the Aanaar Saami suffix behaves like its North and Lule Saami 
cognates. Nine of the ten derivatives are formed from bisyllabic consonant stem verbs, 
but in one case the derivational suffix is attached to a truncated stem of a quadri-
syllabic verb (fuálkást-eves ← *fuálkástâllâ-, an unattested phonological variant of 
huálkástâllâ-). The suffix cannot be attached to vowel stem verbs, but this restriction 
has been circumvented by deriving inclinative adjectives from durative verbs with the 
suffix -d- (čuávu-d-, juárbu-d-, náđu-d-, ruotâ-d-, *tolâ-d-, vierâ-d-) when the underived root 
verb has a bisyllabic vowel stem (čuávvu-, juárbu-, nááđđu-, ruottâ-, toollâ-, vierrâ-). In 
one case an “extra d” seems to have been added for morphotactic reasons even when 
the corresponding derived verb is not a durative verb: in formal terms, the adjective 
puáidudeves ~ puáiduduves ‘inclined to grow fat (of reindeer or horse)’ looks like a 
derivative of the transitive transformative verb puáidud- ‘fatten’, but for semantic 
reasons it must be based on the intransitive transformative verb puáidu- ‘grow fat’ 
instead. 
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In Aanaar Saami the suffix shows irregular vowel variation, but all variants contain 
the consonant -v- which reflects the weak grade of the Proto-Saami single stop *-k-. 
The Aanaar Saami data thus points to PSaa *-kēs rather than *-kkēs, in contrast to 
Western Saami languages. The Aanaar Saami adjectives in *-kēs are declined as con-
tracting -s-stems, as shown by numerous attested PL.NOM forms: avediákká-h, 
fuálkástiákká-h, juárbudiákká-h (~ juárbudakka-h), mandiákká-h (~ mandukká-h ~ 
mandakka-h), puáidudiákká-h, ruotâdiákká-h, toldiákkáh (~ toldakkah). There are also a 
couple of attestations of plural forms showing anomalous morphophonological 
alternations: puáiduduvvee-h, vierâduvvee-h, nááđudeves-eh. They must be recent analog-
ical formations, however, because they cannot descend from any Proto-Saami forms 
by regular phonological development. 

Even fewer examples seem to be found in Skolt Saami; Table 7 shows the seven 
cases derived with the cognate suffix -ee´es that I have been able to find in dictionaries. 
All of them have been formed from verbs that historically reflect bisyllabic consonant 
stems, although this fact has become somewhat obscured by syncope and other 
secondary phonological developments; e.g., SaaSk påǥsted INF ‘laugh’ : påǥstee´es 
‘prone to laugh’ correspond exactly to SaaN boagustit INF : boagustahkes. The Skolt 
Saami derivatives are declined as consonant stems showing the voicing alternation s : 
z, e.g. påǥstee´es : PL.NOM påǥsteäk'kaz. As in Aanaar Saami, the form of the suffix 
points to an original single stop (PSaa *-kēs) instead of a geminate stop: cf., e.g., the 
phonological parallel provided by SaaSk jee´el ‘lichen’ : PL.NOM jeäk'kal ~ SaaN jeagil : 
PL.NOM jeahkálat (< PSaa *jeakēl : *jeakāle̮-t). The data in the dictionary by T. I. 
Itkonen (1958) reveals some dialectal variation in the vowels of the derivational suffix: 
for SaaSk tuåldee´es he documented tōłdi͔jes ̜ (= /tool°di´jes/) in the Paaččjokk dialect 
and tuoʌdajes̜ (= /tuol°dâ´jes/) in the Suõnn’jel dialect. Interestingly, the dictionary 
also documents a comparative form tōłdi͔j(ᵄ)sȧ̬ʙ (= /tool°di´j°sab/) in the Paaččjokk 
dialect; however, this is no doubt a secondary analogical creation, as the comparative 
suffix -ab has been rather unexpectedly attached to the nominative singular form and 
not to the oblique stem ending in -eäk'kaz. 

 
čõõckčee´es ‘tending to stop and disobey the driver 
(of draft reindeer)’ 

← čõõckče- ‘keep stopping, disobey the driver 
     (of draft reindeer)’ 

kuâsstee´es ‘hospitable’ ← kuâsste- ‘treat (guests)’ 
liikkee´es ‘energetic, (physically) active’ ← liikkee- ‘move, keep moving’ 
påǥstee´es ‘prone to laugh’ ← påǥste- ‘laugh’ 
ru´nddlee´es ‘tending break into a gallop’ ← *ru´nddle- (root verb not attested) 
teâpstee´es ‘hasty’ ← teâpste- ‘be hasty, act hastily’ 
tuåldee´es ‘not allowing itself to be led, pulling 
against the rein (of reindeer)’ 

← *tuålde- (root verb not attested) 

 
Table 7. Skolt Saami inclinative adjectives in -ee´es. 

 
The Aanaar and Skolt Saami data shows that the suffix has lost its productivity in 
these languages and survives in only a handful of lexicalized examples, many of which 
are semantically connected with draft reindeer. The phonological variation in the 
shape of the suffix may also have resulted from the marginalization of this derivative 
type. Whether the suffix has survived at all in the more eastern Kola Saami languages 
is not clear; I have not systematically searched the dictionary by T. I. Itkonen (1958) 
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for examples, as this time-consuming task could hardly be expected to reveal new 
information relevant for the etymology of the suffix. 

At this point we can apply the comparative method in order to reconstruct the 
properties of the inclinative suffix in Proto-Saami. As regards semantics, the data from 
the different languages are broadly consistent and show only minor differences; the 
core function of the suffix has been the formation of deverbal inclinative adjectives, 
which mostly refer to personality traits and behavioral habits of people or 
individualized animals (such as draft reindeer and dogs). In addition, the suffix may 
have been to some extent used to describe properties of inanimate objects; this is 
suggested by the semantic similarity between SaaS gabpeldihks ‘steady, floating well (of 
a boat)’ and SaaA juárbudeves ‘unsteady, rocky (of a boat)’, for example. 

The phonological reconstruction of the suffix is not quite as straightforward. 
Western Saami languages quite consistently point to the shape *-kkēs with a geminate 
stop, but Aanaar and Skolt Saami instead suggest *-kēs with a single stop. To be 
precise, the latter form is marginally attested in North Saami, too: Pekka Sammallahti 
(p.c. June 10, 2021) has pointed out that also the North Saami suffix has a variant 
form pointing to single *k instead of geminate *kk: in some idiolects in the Anárjohka 
river valley the suffix occurs, or at least has occurred, in the phonological form -
/(â)jes/ ~ -/(ââ)jiis/ (corresponging to orthographic -(a)ges ~ -(a)gis). This variant 
seems to be extremely rare, however, and it probably developed due to influence of 
neighboring Aanaar Saami before the suffix lost its productivity there; it should be 
noted that the area has been partially Aanaar Saami speaking even during historical 
times. To my knowledge, there is no published reference documenting this 
phonological variant of the North Saami suffix, except for the isolated attestation of 
ohkolagis : PL ohkolahkkát ‘tending to dash about erratically in search of its calf (of a 
reindeer cow)’ as a variant of ohkolahkis (Sammallahti 2021), an inclinative adjective 
derived from ohkoladda- ‘dash about erratically (of a reindeer cow looking for its calf)’. 

It seems natural to interpret the form *-kēs with a single stop as secondary; the 
suffix has lost its productivity and become marginalized in Inari and Skolt Saami, and 
this is also reflected in variation of vowels in the suffix. Moreover, the secondary 
change of *kk to *k could be explained as a result of analogy. In terms of regular 
phonological development, only SG.NOM forms such as SaaA toldeves and SaaSk 
tuåldee´es actually point to single *k, whereas e.g. PL.NOM forms such as SaaA 
toldiákkáh and SaaSk tuåldeäk'kaz could equally well reflect forms with geminate *kk: 
they exhibit the regular morphophonological effects of so-called “strong-grade 
strengthening”, which causes original single consonants to be reflected identically to 
geminates in certain environments. 

The reconstruction of the vowel in the suffix is uncomplicated; most forms clearly 
point to PSaa *ē. Although the syncopated forms in South and Ume Saami are 
somewhat unexpected, even in these languages there are forms with ie < *ē: cf., e.g. 
SaaU njalkadahkkies ~ SaaS ATTR njalhkedahks : PRED njalhkedahkie ~ SaaL njalkadahkes 
‘slippery’ (< *ńe ̮lkke ̮nte ̮kkē(s)). Moreover, in South Saami the vowel developments in 
inclinative adjectives derived from bisyllabic vocalic stems reveal that the vowel in the 
suffix must have been PSaa *ē. For example, SaaS åerehks ‘sleepy’, jijhtehks ‘appearing, 
revealing itself’, dåarohks ‘pugnacious’ and veasohks ‘staying or living somewhere’ must 
reflect PSaa *oaδēkkēs, *itēkkēs, *toarōkkēs and *viesōkkēs, respectively. The option 
of reconstrucing the suffix as *-kke ̮s is out of the question because the presence of the 
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vowel *e̮ in the third syllable would have triggered the regular morphophonological 
changes *ē > *ā and *ō > *u in the preceding syllable (Korhonen 1981: 99–100, 102), 
and the resulting forms *oaδākke ̮s, *itākke ̮s, *toarukke ̮s and *viesukke ̮s would have 
regularly developed into SaaS *åarehks, *jæjhtehks, *dåårehks and *vyøsehks, respec-
tively. Therefore, the Proto-Saami form of the suffix can be quite realiably recon-
structed as *-kkēs. 

One can note that the Saami languages also show some variation in the vowel 
preceding the suffix, so that e.g. SaaA toldeves and SaaSk tuåldee´es (< *toale̮nteak(k)ēs) 
point to a different third-syllable vowel than SaaN doaladahkes (< *toale̮nte̮kkēs). 
However, this does not reflect variation in the original form of the suffix itself: 
although the morpheme must be synchronically segmented as SaaN -ahkes ~ SaaA -
eves ~ SaaSk -ee´es, the different third-syllable vowels were not originally parts of the 
suffix at all. Instead, they originated in final vowels of originally trisyllabic vocalic 
verb stems, which later became reanalyzed as parts of the following suffixes. This 
development has taken place in most varieties of Saami, and it has resulted in the 
emergence of bisyllabic consonant stems as a stem type alongside bisyllabic vocalic 
stems, with concomitant suffix allomorphy across the entire morphological system. 
The more original oppositions between different stem vowels in Proto-Saami 
trisyllabic vocalic stems are best reflected in certain morphophonological alternations, 
but occasionally they have also left some other indirect traces of themselves behind – 
for example, different stem vowels having become reanalyzed as parts of a suffix in 
different languages, as has happened in the case of the inclinative suffix *-kkēs. 

Next, let us reconstruct the morphological properties of the suffix *-kkēs. The 
Saami languages show somewhat conflicting data regarding stem type, but as both 
Aanaar Saami and Ume Saami inflect these adjectives as contracting s-stems that drop 
the sibilant in the oblique stem, the most natural solution is to intepret this as the 
original stem type. Moreover, many data from Lule and North Saami support this 
interpretation. Although inclinative derivatives in *-kkēs also have variant forms 
inflected as consonant stems in -s in Lule and North Saami, they can readily be 
explained as resulting from analogy. The distinction between contracting s-stems and 
consonant stems in -s is not visible in the SG.NOM form, which has led to many cases 
of variation and analogical shift of stem type: cf., e.g., SaaL suvres : PL.NOM suvrrá ~ 
suvrrása, SaaN suvrris : PL.NOM suvrát ~ suvrásat ‘sour’. Analogical reanalysis of 
derivatives in -(a)hkes as consonant stems can be viewed as a natural development, 
because contracting s-stems have become a marginal and unproductive category of 
nominal inflection in Lule and North Saami; in the latter language, the inflectional 
class contains some 40–50 lexical items, a part of which are rare dialectal words. 

The remaining Saami languages are not of help in the reconstruction of the 
original stem type. Skolt Saami does inflect these adjectives as consonant-stem nouns, 
which however reveals nothing because in this language contracting s-stems have been 
analogically restructured into consonant-stem nouns. As for South Saami, nouns with 
contracting s-stems stems have been analogically restructured into vocalic stems 
ending in a (cf., e.g., SaaS faala ~ SaaN fális : PL.NOM fál'lá-t ‘whale’), but this 
development has not affected adjectives of the same stem type; they were instead 
reinterpreted as consonant stems, presumably because they most frequently occur in 
the SG.NOM form ending in -s. 
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The most important question regarding morphological reconstruction concerns 
the morphotactic limitations in the formation of inclinative adjectives in *-kkēs. In 
nearly all Saami languages the suffix can only be attached to bisyllabic consonant 
stems, which reflect Proto-Saami trisyllabic vocalic stems. The sole exception is South 
Saami, where the suffix -(i)hks freely attaches to all kinds of verb stems. It seems 
natural to assume that South Saami represents the original situation in this regard; it is 
difficult to see any motive for why the suffix *-kkēs would have been confined to only 
certain stem types in Proto-Saami already, before the major restructuring of 
inflectional stem types and the accompanying emergence of suffixal allomorphy 
during the later development of Saami languages. In this connection a redivision of 
labor appears to have taken place between several distinct Saami derivational suffixes 
of similar function. As noted above, North Saami uses the suffixes -las and -eš for 
deriving inclinative adjectives from bisyllabic vowel-stem verbs, and the cognates of 
these suffixes are found in the same function in other Saami languages as well; in 
addition to *-kkēs we can therefore also reconstruct the deverbal inclinative adjective 
suffixes *-le̮s and *-ććē. Originally all three suffixes appear to have attached to verbs of 
the same stem type, as revealed by South Saami: cf. dåarohks (< *toarōkkēs), dååreles 
(< *toarule̮s), and dåarohtje (< *toarōććē) ‘pugnacious, eager to fight’, all derived from 
dåaroe- ‘fight’ (< *toarō-). In other Saami languages, however, a partial comple-
mentary distribution developed: reflexes of *-kkēs now attach to consonant stems only, 
and reflexes of *-le̮s and *-ććē to vowel stems only. 

Lastly, let us consider the question of morphologically distinct attribute forms. 
With the sole exception of South Saami, all data suggests that inclinative adjectives in 
*-kkēs did not originally have distinct attribute forms. This was most probably the 
situation in Proto-Saami, and the somewhat unsystematic alternation between 
attribute forms in *-kkēs and predicative forms in *-kkē in South Saami represents an 
innovation. Admittedly, there seems to be no criterion for conclusively proving this, 
but other things being equal, the principle that “majority rules” suggests that the other 
Saami languages are more archaic in this regard. Moreover, the situation in South 
Saami can be quite naturally explained as resulting from analogy: throughout Saami 
many types of adjectives have distinct attribute forms marked with the suffix -s, 
whereas corresponding predicative forms lack the suffix. In South Saami the 
inclinative adjective suffix *-kkēs became reanalyzed as containing the attribute 
adjective suffix *-s, which suggested *-kkē as the suffix of the predicative form. This 
interpration is in line with the general observation that South Saami has most heavily 
restructured its adjective system. In contemporary language the original opposition 
between distinct attribute and predicative forms appers to be breaking down, and even 
earlier documentation of the language shows considerable variation and overlap 
between the two categories. As described by Ylikoski (2022: 120), “many attributive 
forms tend to be used at the expense of predicative forms in predicative functions as 
well. On the other hand, some forms such as the “predicative” baahkes and the 
“attributive” baahke ‘hot’ are used interchangeably for both functions in actual use.” 

 
4. Proto-Uralic *-kkAs 
 
Now we can proceed to put together the two parts of the equation, PSam *-kåt(ǝ̑) / *-
kät(ǝ) and PSaa *-kkēs. As regards morphotaxis and semantic function, the two 
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suffixes show a striking match: a comparison of the data in Tables 1–7 shows that both 
form deverbal nominals with a distinctly inclinative function, mostly describing 
personality traits or behavioral habits. One can even find several derivatives that show 
very similar or even identical semantics between Samoyed and Saami languages: cf., 
e.g., NenT jal°xad° and SaaN balahahkes ‘jealous’; NenT ṕiś°ŋkad° ‘prone to laugh; 
merry person’ and SaaN boagustahkes, SaaSk påǥstee´es ‘prone to laugh’; NenT ṕod°xad° 
‘pugnacious; bully’ and SaaS doaruhks, SaaU dårruodahkks ‘pugnacious’; NenT 
xońiŋkad° and SaaS åerehks ‘sleepy’. The only significant difference in this regard is that 
in terms of word-class the Saami derivatives are strictly adjectives, whereas the 
Samoyed formations are more or less ambivalent between nouns and adjectives. This 
is a general feature of adjectives as a word-class in Samoyed, and thus poses no 
problem for the comparison. 

The cognation of the two suffixes thus depends on the formal match between 
them. The hypothesis faces no obstacles here either, as the phonological corre-
spondence between the two morphemes is regular: both PSam *-kåt(ǝ̑) / *-kät(ǝ) and 
PSaa *-kkēs can be derived from PU *-kkAs. The development of PU *A (*a and *ä) 
into PSaa *ē in unstressed syllables is a well-established sound law, as is the change of 
PU *s to PSam *t. In principle, in suffixal syllables the correspondence PSaa *s ~ 
PSam *t could also reflect the PU cluster *ks, so the alternative reconstruction of the 
suffix as PU *-kkAksi could also be suggested. The development *ks > PSam *t is 
regular, as shown by the well-known case of PU *mi̮ksa ‘liver’ > PSam *mi̮tǝ̑ (> NenT 
mud° ~ mid°, EnF muδ, Ngan mitǝ, etc.). This alternative seems less likely, however, 
as stems originally ending in *-ksi appear to be reflected as consonant stems in -s in 
Saami, not as contracting s-stems: cf., e.g., SaaL oattes : PL.NOM oaddása ‘primary root 
of a tree’ ~ Erzya Mordvin undoks ‘root’ (< PU *onta-ksi). 

As regards the final vowel in the Proto-Samoyed suffix *-kåt(ǝ̑) / *-kät(ǝ), its back-
ground is irrelevant to the etymology of the suffix: regardless of whether we interpret 
the North Samoyed form with a final vowel or the Mator form ending in *-t as more 
archaic on the Proto-Samoted level (see section 2), the suffix itself can be straight-
forwardly interpreted as cognate with PSaa *-kkēs. In general, it appears to be impos-
sible to establish any contrast between PU suffixes of the shape *-(C)CVC and *-
(C)CVCi, although the language seems to have contrasted shorter suffixes of the shape 
*-C and *-Ci (cf., e.g., SG.ACC *-m vs. POSS.1SG *-mi, and PL.NOM *-t vs. POSS.2SG *-
ti). 

The cognation of the Samoyed and Saami suffixes being now firmly established, 
the remaining question is whether the deverbal inclinative suffix *-kkAs has any 
reflexes in other branches of the Uralic family. Such do not seem to appear as 
productive parts of word-formation, but vestiges of the suffix might nevertheless be 
uncovered by future research. Possible examples of such are provided by a couple of 
Finnish deverbal adjectives with the suffix -kkAs : -kkAhA-: cf., e.g., asukas : asukkaa- 
‘inhabitant’ (in older language also attested as an adjective meaning ‘staying or dwell-
ing in one place’) ← asu- ‘dwell, live (somewhere)’ and the dialectal viivykäs : viivykkää- 
‘delaying, procastrinating’ ← viipy- ‘be delayed, take or use a long time’. If these 
derivatives are indeed related, they confirm the reconstruction of the inclinative suffix 
as PU *-kkAs instead of *-kkAksi: the PU cluster *-ks- would have been regularly 
preserved in Finnish oblique stems, yielding inflections of the type asukas : *asukakse- 
(instead of asukkaa- < asukkaha-). However, there are extremely few examples of 
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Finnish deverbal adjectives in -kkAs and none of them are even reconstructible into 
Proto-Finnic, and this makes the connection to the Proto-Uralic derivational pattern 
hypothetical. In addition to such deverbal formations, Finnish also has a highly pro-
ductive denominal adjective suffix -kkAs : -kkAhA-, but the question of whether it is 
historically related to deverbal inclinative suffix in Samoyed and Saami cannot be 
regarded as solved (cf. M. Korhonen 1981: 325). More research on this, as well as on 
many other questions of Uralic historical word-formation, is needed. 
 
 
 
ABBREVIATIONS 
 
  
EnF — Forest Enets; NenF — Forest Nenets; NenT — Tundra Nenets; Ngan — 
Nganasan; PSaa — Proto-Saami; PSam — Proto-Samoyed; PU — Proto-Uralic; SaaA 
— Aanaar (Inari) Saami; SaaL — Lule Saami; SaaN — North Saami; SaaP — Pite 
Saami; SaaS — South Saami; SaaSk — Skolt Saami; SaaU — Ume Saami. 
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